*Reciprocity for Farmers*

A private applicator permit is required for farmers that apply restricted use pesticides (RUP’s). Private applicators that live in adjacent states can apply for reciprocity with Indiana. Reciprocity exempts the applicator from taking Indiana exams, but does NOT exempt persons from the Indiana private applicator requirement.

If you hold a private applicator permit in another state, you are still required to obtain an Indiana permit. This permit can be obtained (without additional exams), by clicking here. Remember to complete the “Reciprocity” section of the form and enclose the appropriate fees.

Indiana private applicators are also required to obtain permits in neighboring states if they are applying restricted use pesticides.

**Contacts:**

**Michigan:**  
Faye Burns  
TX# 517-373-9752  
Burnsf@michigan.gov

**Illinois:**  
Licensing and Certification Department  
TX# 217-785-2427

**Ohio:**  
Diana Roll  
TX# 614-726-6394

**Kentucky:**  
Indiana private applicators are allowed to use restricted use pesticides in KY without obtaining a Kentucky private applicator permit.

Lee Townsend  
TX# 859-257-5955